
Job Description: 
Volunteering Programme Manager

Reports to: Head of Service Design & Delivery

Salary: £25,000 per annum (£35,000 FTE)
Working Hours: Part-Time 25 hours a week  - flexible working arrangements considered 

Location: 28 Commercial Street, London, E1 6LS. 

Contract Permanent 
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*Volunteers are central to everything we do
here at Toynbee Hall, whether that is as

 trained advice givers, or celebrating the year
alongside our CEO and the rest of the team.

Join us as Volunteer Programme Manager
to help ensure all our volunteers have a

rewarding experience with us.



Letter from a volunteer: 
Volunteering Programme Manager 

Hello,

I started volunteering at Toynbee Hall as an Initial Assessor, because I like the Charity’s
commitment to reducing poverty and empowering people by providing free access to the
support and information, they need to seek justice. I volunteered at the Legal Advice
Centre for 3 years during and after completing my law degree, before taking on a
permanent position with Toynbee Hall.

From the onset, in my role as a volunteer at Toynbee Hall, I felt welcomed and
appreciated because I received a warm and friendly induction from the Volunteer
Manager which helped me to quickly integrate into the organisation. I always felt
supported and encouraged by the Volunteer Manager because he was very enthusiastic
about his role, was knowledgeable and skilled at sharing this knowledge via informal or
formal training. With this support, I learned more about the local community and was able
to effectively contribute to the Centre’s effort to reduce poverty and exclusions.

Having a Volunteer Manager who was both focused and approachable, made for easy
access to important information necessary for the effective performance of my role as
Volunteer Initial Assessor. His non-judgemental attitude meant I could freely discuss with
him any issues affecting my role without fear of being criticised. It was invaluable to be
able to rely on the Volunteer Manager for support and direction, and he also gave me the
opportunity to develop my ability to work independently with clients without undue
supervision. My development was also greatly enhanced by the Volunteer Manager’s
efficiency in maintaining and coordinating Toynbee Hall’s commitment to providing a
comprehensive training programme for volunteers.
 
II have made new friends and continue to enjoy being part of a skilled and friendly team,
because my Volunteer Manager was an inclusive team player who was skilled at
coordinating team work and encouraging a sense of belonging amongst volunteers by
including us in Toynbee Hall team updates.

As a result of the practical and informational support provided by my Volunteer Manager,
I enjoyed being part of an effective team at Toynbee Hall and developed the skills that led
me to successfully secure a permanent role within a team at Toynbee Hall that I enjoy
working with. 

I'm looking forward to working with the next manager,

Best, Chris (ex volunteer - now advisor at Toynbee Hall)
 



Hello,

I started my career as a volunteer. As a twenty year old with no qualifications or

experience I volunteered at an afterschool club for children living in one of the

most deprived areas of Sheffield. Many of the children's parents were seeking

asylum.  What I learnt through that volunteering shaped my career and my life -

so I know how transformative it can be. That's why i'm so excited to be recruiting

for someone to fill this key role at Toynbee Hall. 

As an organisation we are committed to the community we are located within.

We are keenly aware of the way that structural inequalities impact on every area

of life, and everything we do is designed to tackle, disrupt and change that. We

want to offer volunteering opportunities that enhance peoples lives, and open

up experiences that are new, exciting and helpful. We want to feel sure that

everyone who volunteers here knows that their time is valuable, that they are

respected and are an equal partner in the changes we are making here. Which is

why I'm delighted that we've been able to create a new volunteer programme

management position to concentrate on that quality of experience across the

organisation, and on ensuring our advice volunteers in particular see real

coherent progress as a result of their time with us. I'd like our volunteers that

want one to come out with an accredited qualification in advice, and for us to be

actively supporting them in moving into advice careers.

So if you care about volunteers, both because of the difference they make in

communities and because you believe volunteering can change individuals own

lives - we want to work with you,

Good Luck,

Ed Archer   

Head of Service Design & Services

Letter from Head of Service Design and Delivery: 
Volunteering Programme Manager 



Job Purpose
 

Toynbee Hall is community organisation that is working to build a fairer and happier East

London in partnership with people who live here.  Based in the East End of London, we work

alongside people who live here, to tackle unfairness and make this a place where everyone

has an equal chance to thrive. We take an asset based approach to our work, and believe

everyone has something valuable to offer in the fight for a fairer London. What we learn from

our work in London we use to influence change across the UK.

The volunteer programme manager will work to ensure that people volunteering with us have

a really great experience here, that they are valued and that they feel that volunteering here is

a positive experience for them. They will also work to make sure that volunteers make the

biggest impact possible in making East London a fairer and happier place.

In particular they will work in partnership with HR to make sure that anyone within the

organisation managing volunteers recruits, inducts and trains them well. That volunteer

managers get training, support and resources that make it easy to offer their volunteers a

great experience. Core training modules in things like safeguarding, record keeping and

confidentiality will be offered by the Volunteer Programme Manager to all volunteers in the

organisation. They will put into place celebrations and thank yous for volunteers at regular

intervals, and track the impact of volunteering on both their own lives and the projects they

will volunteer in.

In addition to this cross organisational function the Volunteer Programme Manager will

specialise in supporting advice volunteers to be trained to a high level of competency, placed

in our advice teams and supervised by advisors and team managers. Working closely with our

advice team managers the volunteer programme manager will devise a progression route for

volunteers that will support them to become confident and competent progressing from note

taking, into form filling and finally advising people who come to us for support in a way that

ensures that anyone coming to us gets the right advice from a competent and appropriate

person. Some of the areas we advise in are regulated advice so can only be done by qualified

persons, your training will be as good at ensuring that people know what they can’t advise on

as well as what they can.

Job Description: 
Volunteering Programme Manager



Supporting managers & teams across the organisation to recruit volunteers with the skills

and experience to help them deliver quality services.

Maintaining relationships with organisations who help us find/ support volunteers.

Ensuring that all volunteers are recruited in a fair and transparent way – within Toynbee

Hall’s policies and procedures.

Working with our Communications and Development Team to ensure that our

volunteering offer is high profile, appealing and accessible to a diverse audience.

Understanding and sharing information about what’s working in volunteer recruitment,

and making changes to improve our practice.

Running a rolling programme of recruitment at set points throughout the year to make

best use of our limited resources for recruiting and training volunteers.

Developing and implementing a simple system for recruiting, inducting and looking after

volunteers that all teams use

Creating with HR a quality volunteer induction and development plan and ensuring

volunteer managers are consistently using in initial inductions.

Work with HR to ensure that volunteers and the volunteer programme are appropriately

included in Toynbee Hall’s corporate induction programme.

Work with HR to identify and create access to a variety of training for volunteers

Develop a personal development plan process for volunteers and support volunteer

managers to implement. 

Identify core responsibilities of volunteer managers/ mentors to volunteers and induct all

staff into these.

Encourage a culture of volunteers as part of the team – being invited to team meetings and

events as appropriate

Developing and managing effective systems to make sure information about volunteers is

consistently and adequately recorded

The post holder will be a key member of the Toynbee Hall team, with responsibility for

transforming the way Toynbee Hall values and includes our volunteers. This role will include

developing a programme of work which co-ordinates volunteer recruitment, inductions,

training and ongoing development, and supports managers and teams across the

organisation to ensure our volunteers have a quality experience. The role will be supported

by a cross organisation programme board including members of the HR, Services and Policy

and Research teams.

 

Responsibilities and Accountabilities:

1.    Getting the volunteers the organisation needs

 

2.    Volunteer Induction, Training and Management

Job Description: 
Volunteering Programme Manager



Job Description: 
Volunteering Programme Manager

·Work with our Communications and Development team to develop a keep in touch

programme – so volunteers continue to feel able to contribute when they move on

Work to ensure all our volunteers feel seen, valued and appreciated by their teams and

the organisation as a whole.

Work with our evaluation team to understand the difference that our volunteering

programme makes to individual volunteers, to Toynbee Hall and to the people we exist to

support

·Work with the Development Team to develop a programme of volunteering work, that

will allow this area of work to be fundraised against and become sustainable in the long

term

Recruit capable and competent volunteers to support volunteer teams in line with their

needs

Work with Advice and Legal Capability teams to design an induction, training and

progression route for volunteers that want to give advice.

Support delivering accredited training for advice volunteers

·Co-ordinate with Advice team managers the placement and booking of volunteers to

give advice

Create the infrastructure to support supervising remote/ online advice and over the

phone advice, and systems for ensuring quality of notes in volunteers.

Bring together our qualified legal advisors with our entry level advisors to network and

celebrate achievements.

3.    Volunteer experience and legacy

 

4.   Advice Volunteers



Job Description: 
Volunteering Programme Manager

Key Knowledge and Skills

Recruitment Timetable

9am 19th October 2020 - deadline for applications
  23rd October - shortlisted candidates invited to interview

 w/o 2nd November - interviews. These will include a panel interview with Toynbee Staff
team, a panel interview with volunteers and a test. Interviews are likely to be online - all

details you need will be sent in advance.
If there are any adjustments we can make to give you your best chance to
shine in the interview, please let us know at this stage. We'll do our best to

accommodate all reasonable requests. 
 late November/ early December 2020 - Successful candidate starts work 



Training

Toynbee Hall provides all necessary induction and training, and encourages and,

where possible, supports the upgrading of appropriate skills and qualifications.   All

employees will receive regular support and supervision. For this role in particular we

know we are looking for a varied skill set. If you need advice and support to develop

your practice to thrive in this role then a development plan will be part of your

induction.

 

Volunteers

Volunteers are at the heart of Toynbee Hall’s work .The organisation is committed to

involving volunteers in its continuous development and to offering volunteers the best

of experiences. All Toynbee Hall staff members will be expected to support the

volunteering ethos and to work alongside the volunteer team to promote and

facilitate the involvement of volunteers wherever appropriate.

Monitoring and Evaluation

Toynbee Hall takes an outcomes and theory-based approach to its self-evaluation and

monitoring. This means that the organisation is committed to gathering evidence of

its effectiveness, and to using this information to learn, improve and communicate. All

Toynbee Hall staff members will be expected to support this approach and to take

part where appropriate in monitoring and evaluation planning and practice.

 



How we score and shortlist applications
 

We score applications without the front sheet, so we don’t know any personal details about

candidates before interview – all the shortlisting panel see is your previous experience,

qualifications and your personal statement. The personal statement is by far the most

important part of the application. We use a score sheet to fairly shortlist applicants. Basically

we score against each point of a personal specification separately. You get 0 points if you

don’t mention it at all up to 3 points if your answer is amazing. 

 

The best way to ensure your application scores well is to use the star technique. So for each

point on the Personal Specification give an example of when you’ve done it. STAR stands for:

Situation (what was happening)

Task (what you were supposed to do)

Action (what you did)

Result (what was the result of your work)

 

The easiest way to score highly is to cut and paste the personal spec and then write one or

two examples under each heading to show you’ve done that before. If you haven’t done

exactly that thing, but think you’ve demonstrated the skills you’d need somewhere else in

your life mention that too, you don’t just have to think about work experience, anything

you’ve done across your life counts. Doing all of them in order makes it so much easier for us

shortlisting, We often have lots of applications to get through – so it’s really appreciated if you

make it easy for us to score you well. Make sure you mention any item on the personal

specification that has essential against it, even if it seems obvious to you that you’d have it.

 

Three different people will independently and without discussion score your application.

Then once this is done they will meet to discuss and aggregate their scoring and agree who

they want to meet. Normally the highest scoring candidates will be invited to interview. 

 

If you are invited to interview you will be given information about the format of the interview,

any task you’ll need to complete, and who will be on the panel in advance. You will also be

asked if there are any adjustments you would like us to make to give you the best possible

chance to do well. Please let us know how we can support you to be as comfortable as

possible in the interview environment. 


